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Abstract—Co-existence between legacy wireless infrastructure
and a cognitive radio network has been attracting the research
community. However, many challenges arise due to several
difficulties, such as how to leverage current deployment for a
secondary network but guarantee no interference to the primary
network. This work illustrates a specific coexistence deployment
in which a primary coverage reception overlaps with a cognitive
transmitter’s reception zone. We show that typically, a large
overlap zone causes high interference; however, the interference
level is lower when the node density is minor. Fuzzy logic is
used to combine observed factors of the wireless environment
(e.g., area overlapping and primary receiver density) to estimate
interference level to primary receivers. The computed results
reflect the precise impact that may occur when a cognitive radio
communication is operating nearby. Interference level is retrieved
by the routing engine and becomes a routing metric alternative
to the hopcount metric for our routing proposal, which leverages
Dynamic MANET On Demand for cognitive radio networks. In
this paper, we detail the proposed routing idea, which promotes
a cross-layered routing design for cognitive radio networks and
incorporates observed environment information to prevent severe
interference with primary networks.

Keywords–Cognitive radio; overlap region; prediction model;
fuzzy logic; interference avoidance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to define a routing strategy
which avoids interference in cognitive radio networks (CRNs).
This strategy is essentially based on our previous work [1].
To make the readers easy to follow, we present the reason
why CRNs were introduced. Due to the limitation of fixed
broadband and frequency range allocation, there is a huge
need for enhancing radio resource usage using cognitive ra-
dio technologies, especially for the rural areas. The federal
communications commission (FCC) has been conducting data
collection and evaluating the communication needs of rural
communities since 2008 in the US [2]–[4]. Expanding broad-
band deployment for rural areas is critical, however their full
impact has not been yet realized and it would be interesting
to measure this impact.

As illustrated in Figure 1 [5], CRN infrastructure can
coexist with an existing primary system including the primary
transmitter base station and its primary receivers. Again,
evaluating the impact with this co-existing scheme should be
studied since it has not been realized thoroughly. To do so, we
are interested in studying the reception overlap between the
secondary transmitter and primary transmitter and observing
its impact on the primary receivers.

Eliminating interruptions during an operation is one of the
key properties of reliable applications or services. In CRNs,

Figure 1. Cognitive radio networks reference architecture

interruptions obviously happen when the transmission of a
primary radio (PR) forces cognitive radios (CRs) to vacate on
the selected band. On the other hand, when an overlap exists
in the coverage area between the CR and PR transmitters, the
undesired interference generated by the secondary transmitters
on PR communications becomes difficult to control. For this
reason, it is necessary to accurately characterize this overlap
and its effect on every available channel for better spectrum
selection.

We define an overlap region as an area where a PR emitter’s
signal meets a CR emitter’s signal. In case of coexistence,
this area is vulnerable to the operating primary receivers
within the region. When it comes to protecting PR receivers’
communication, avoiding this vulnerable area is one of the
options. However, since these receivers are not always operat-
ing continuously on this area, the spare spectrum within this
area can be exploited and used by CR nodes. Considering the
line-of-sight propagation model in rural areas, we define an
overlap in CRN context as being a geometrical overlapping
area between two circles that were formed by the signal
of the PR and CR transmitters. As illustrated in Figure 2,
the PR transmitter overlaps with two other CRs that creates
two overlap regions, overlap region 1 and overlap region 2
respectively.

We rely on the position of the transmitters and their
transmission ranges to identify the encountered overlap sit-
uations. Different overlapping cases have different effects on
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Figure 2. Overlap in cognitive radio networks definition

the primary receivers. Therefore, characterizing all these cases
provides better vision on designing an interference-free CR
communication scheme. For instance in a rural area, a CRN
overlaps with TV transmission signals; the overlap area size
could be variable. Assuming that a smaller overlap region leads
to less impact on possible TV receivers, this CRN can operate
on the area that has small overlapping area. As long as the
impact on the receivers is observed, the interference can be
avoided.

In a CRN, a CR node makes decisions based on its own
observed information even though this knowledge may be
incomplete. Fuzzy logic, however, can yield useful outputs
with incomplete, approximate or vague information (e.g., low
or high interference, sufficient or insufficient available radio
resources). Furthermore, fuzzy logic does not require too
complicated computation since the calculation is mostly based
on if-then-else rules. Hence, we can use fuzzy logic in real-
time cognitive radio applications for which the response time
is crucial to the system performance [6]. Due to its simplicity,
flexibility, and if-then-else rules composition, processing time
for fuzzy logic is minor.

Fuzzy logic introduces a logic theory that was developed
to generalise ‘true’ and ‘false’ values to any value between 0
and 1 [7]. It also presents the approximate knowledge, which
may be difficult to express by conventional crisp methods (i.e.,
bivalent set theory). A fuzzy logic system with two inputs and
one output is described in Figure 3. The fuzzy sets are sets of
unsharp boundaries in which membership is a matter of degree
(in range of 0 to 1). For instance, a fuzzy set of weekend
may contain half of Friday, Saturday and Sunday and a set of
weekdays may contain from Monday to the first half of Friday.
So, Friday can exist in both sets with distinctive degrees. To
identify the degree of these variables, a membership function
is used to imply the related information. The membership
function assigns a value in the interval [0, 1] to a fuzzy variable,
denoted by µ(weekend(day)), where weekend is a fuzzy set,
and day is a fuzzy variable.

Input crisp values are fuzzified to produce appropriate
linguistic values according to defined membership functions.
Then, the inference engine will extract the associated outputs
based on the defined rules. These outputs are fuzzified based
on output membership functions. Finally, fuzzified outputs are
aggregated into a single crisp value by the defuzzifier.

The output can be used to investigate how the routing layer
reacts and makes the right decisions to maximise spectrum re-
sources while avoiding interference with the primary receivers.

Figure 3. General fuzzy logic system

For instance, a CR can operate within an area which has high
overlap size but low number of operating primary receivers.
We apply fuzzy logic to determine the overlap size and the
probability of operating primary receivers (e.g., low or high).

In the literature, we did not find any explicit solution or
proposal that is sufficient to protect the PR when coexistence
happens. There is always a trade-off between the coexistence
and interference. In our previous works [8], [9], we graphically
observed and estimated how the PRs get impacted when
overlap happens along with a proposal of using the stochastic
model Grey and Kalman filter to predict the potential PRs that
may be impacted. From these observations, we proposed a
method to combine these two factors using fuzzy logic, which
was detailed in [1]. We explain this again in this article so that
the readers understand the proposed routing framework.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. A literature
review of routing solutions in CRN is provided in Section II.
Then we briefly present the overlap calculation and the node
density estimation method in Section III. The method to
compose these two factors into an interference level, in which
we estimate this level using fuzzy logic and a routing proposal,
is in Section IV and V. Overall, we conclude our work in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Network layer plays an important role in computer network
communication, essentially, routing protocol to establish a path
between a sender and a receiver. Routing in a wireless network
is always an interesting topic in the research community. In
CRNs, the routing problem imposes a great challenge due to
the dynamic spectrum access nature. If two neighboring nodes
do not have a common accessible channel, or they have a
common channel but do not tune to the same frequency, the
communication in this case is infeasible and no route can ever
be established. In CRNs, topology construction includes spec-
trum detection, neighbor discovery, and topology management.
In some circumstances, a routing decision also depends on the
required Quality of Service (QoS) from upper layer and also
from the control information from the lower layers (PHY and
MAC).

Due to the unique function of a CRN, intermittent link is
the first challenge that any routing solution needs to tackle.
To be specific, routing challenges in CRNs include spectrum
awareness, quality route discovery process, and route mainte-
nance/reparation mechanism [10]. Researchers hence have to
keep in mind the fact that they will not have any pre-allocation
spectrum access for the routing module, so the routing al-
gorithm has to accommodate the change of the environment.
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However, the algorithm also has to satisfy the basic network
performance [11]. Nevertheless, an inter-dependence solution
between route selection and spectrum management could be an
appropriate approach to resolve the spectrum awareness issue
[12].

Routing over the open spectrum environment is a fun-
damental issue, especially in dealing with multi-hop CRNs.
Several routing solutions were proposed but no general routing
solution exists [13]. Again, the challenge is how to ensure
radio resources for cognitive transmission while guaranteeing
the service for all on-going PR communications over the
exploited channels on the whole path. Regarding service-wise
perspective, the question is how many possible services can be
provided to the end users in the secondary networks. Overall,
any routing solution in CRNs should always be aware of
the potentially available spectrum that may be provided by
the sensing function locally or globally. Research by Cesana,
Cuomo, and Ekici [10] classified two main classes of rout-
ing algorithm, full spectrum knowledge and local spectrum
knowledge, which consider global and local spectrum infor-
mation among CRs as the main criteria for routing algorithm
classification.

Cheng et al. [14] proposed a spectrum-aware routing so-
lution that selects a route according to the switching delay
among channels and backoff delay within a channel based
on the spectrum information provided. Also, research by Liu,
Cai, and Shen [15], another spectrum-aware routing solution,
suggested coupling spectrum sensing and spectrum sharing
in multichannel for multi-hop routing. Based on the location
information and channel statistic, a CR selects the relay
hop and adapts its own transmission to dynamic spectrum
access opportunities in its neighbor. The authors proposed a
routing metric that encountered the throughput called cognitive
transport throughput as the main metric for the protocol. This
metric was used to capture the dynamic change from sensing
information and evaluate potential gain of each relay hop. In
term of spectrum-aware solutions, Zhu, Akyildiz, and Kuo
[16] also built a spectrum tree based as on-demand routing
solution for Cognitive Radio Ad-Hoc Networks (CRAHNs).
The global sensing and sharing information were utilized to
build a tree with distinguished levels of available spectrum
on each band. They suggested cooperating this information
from the spectrum decision and routing selection process to
produce a metric and adapt an on-demand routing protocol
for CRAHNs. Other on-demand routing adaptations for CRNs
were also introduced in [17], [18].

Some other works that also take into account the cooper-
ation between spectrum sensing and the routing module were
introduced in [19], [20]. Xin, Xie, and Shen [19] proposed
a graph-based solution that associated spectrum sensing de-
cisions with the radio interfaces of each node in the net-
work to assign specific spectrum opportunities to the radio
interfaces, while Krishnamurthy et al. [20] modified MAC
layer configurations to determine a common set of channels to
facilitate communication among the nodes. The topology so is
formed according to this common set of discovered channels.
This solution indeed used the global spectrum knowledge to
accommodate the routing algorithm. Additionally, the physical
location of each node was also disclosed among the node to
provide the global view of the network topology.

Once the knowledge of the surroundings is partially
learned, Guan et al. [21] proposed a prediction-based middle-
ware between the network layer and lower layers. The authors
studied topology control and routing issues in Cognitive Radio
MANETs (CR-MANETs) and built a middleware-like cross-
layer module to provision cognition capacity to do routing
for CR-MANETs. The work aimed to capture the dynamic
change of topology and potentially construct an efficient and
reliable topology. Indeed, the solution is the inter-dependence
component as mentioned between MAC layer and routing
layer, and this component incorporates sensing statistics to
predict and provide information on the available duration of
link to routing components. Other solutions that deal with
opportunistic networks include an opportunistic access routing
solution in [13], where routing metric was rendered based
on demanded QoS in cooperation with the channels’ access
opportunities.

Location awareness is another aspect of concern in CRN
routing. A geographic forwarding based Spectrum Aware Rout-
ing protocol for Cognitive ad-Hoc networks (SEARCH) is
also a location awareness routing solution in [22] that joined
undertaken paths to completely avoid the PR’s region, while
routing to protect the PR devices within this area. Similarly,
Habak et al. [23] suggested location-aware routing solutions
could provide better protection for PR devices from CRNs’
communication. Also, a routing solution with consideration
about overlapping was proposed in [24]. PR receivers protec-
tion was studied in this work as the main purpose. The routing
mechanism ensured a perfect protection for PRs by selecting
routes that avoid any overlap between PR and secondary radio
coverage. However, the resources of the overlap region may
be usable when the PR receivers are inactive or non-existent.

Even though the research community has been spending
considerable resources and effort to resolve routing challenges
for CRNs, there are still no routing standards that could
overcome all the challenges. Routing issues encountered in
CRN design can be varied. Each hop has its own different
expectation of available resources (channels, frequency range,
power level, interference level, etc.) and allocation time. There-
fore, most of the existing solutions treat routing designs as a
cross-layered problem with cooperation between a lower layer,
e.g., to acquire sensing information and to render potential
resources, and the routing mechanism on the network layer to
establish a path among nodes.

Another perspective that attracts the research community
is interference analysis in CRNs. The investigation of interfer-
ence analysis takes a critical role to provide input to design
various network parameters to guarantee certain performance
for the primary users [25]. Many studies have been carried out
in [26]–[30]. Hossain et al. [25] have studied and classified two
types of interference configuration, network with beacon and
network with primary exclusive regions.

Assuming that in a circular network the CRs are uniformly
distributed with a constant density λ, the interference generated
by these CRs depends on their locations and on the random
channel fading, so this type of configuration causes random
interference [31]. In the network with beacons where CRs
capture and detect beacons sent from PRs, the CRs try to avoid
transmitting in the next duration after successfully detecting
these beacons. The PRs’ communication is hence safe from
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being perturbated. However, again the channel fading problem
could make these CRs misdetect the beacons. Therefore, a
beacon detection threshold becomes on a crucial parameter to
design a CRN that limits the impact on the PR’s operation. In
the network with primary exclusive regions, the PR transmit-
ter’s exclusive region is better avoided by any CRs within the
area since PR receivers within this area are passive devices
and they might be affected if any of the nearby CR operates.

Also depending on the locations of CRs and PRs, our
work studies the network environment’s observations from the
CRs point of view to evaluate the impact, which an on-going
CRN may cause to the primary network. Our observations
take into account the inclusive zone between PRs’ and CRs’
networks. This awareness is then incorporated into a metric
called interference level that reflects the importance of the
impact. Our proposed routing solution uses the interference
level as the crucial metric on select the route that minimizes
the impact to the primary networks that is unnecessarily
completely avoided when inactive or non-existing PR receivers
are detected. Our routing proposition is also a cross-layered
approach where the network layer accesses and retrieves
physical information directly from the physical layer via a
management controller (see Section V-B). In the following
sections, we detail the different parts of our work: overlap
observation, impact estimation and routing proposal.

III. OVERLAP REGION AND NODE DENSITY
OBSERVATIONS

In this section, we present the overlap region observation
and node density estimation approach, which are the essential
piece of information to envisage possible interference on the
PR’s system when CR’s system is operating.

A. Overlap Region Observation

We argue that when the reception area of a CR emitter
and the reception area of a PR emitter overlap, it produces
unavoidable effects on the primary system, especially to the
PR receivers. This observation was mentioned in [8]. However,
we also proved that not only the overlap size but also the
number of existing primary receivers cause the impact [9]. Our
approach takes into account the overlap ratio and node density
probability as two main factors. The ratio of the overlap size
to the overall size of the PR emitter’s disk is named overlap
ratio, while the node density probability is the probability of
possible node density within this PR emitter’s disk.

The realistic overlap case highlighted in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 is obtained when the following condition is satisfied.
We study the possible impact of these general cases.

d < RP +RC and d > RP and d > RC . (1)

The overlapping region is clearly displayed and by using
classical geometry, we calculate the general overlap region
between the PR and CR for this case in equation (2),

AOverlap =
θC
2
R2
C −R2

C |cosβ| cos
θC
2

+
θP
2
R2
P −RC |cosβ| RP cos

θP
2

; (2)

Figure 4. General overlap case

Figure 5. Particular overlapping case between PR Transmitter and a
CR Node

where θC and θP are the angles formed at OC and OP with
points A and B, respectively, whereas β is an intermediate
variable for our computation given,

sinβ =
R2
P −

(
R2
C + x2C + y2C

)
2 ∗RC ∗

√
x2C + y2C

;

sin
θC
2

=
RC
RP
∗ |cosβ| ;

sin
θP
2

= |cosβ| .

However, the case where d < RC < RP shown in Figure 5
is not included in equation (2). This particular situation is
captured in equation (3).

AOverlap =
θP
2
R2
P −RCRP |cosβ| cos

θP
2

+ ΠR2
C −

θC
2
R2
C

+R2
C |cosβ| cos

θP
2
. (3)

Following up with the experiments, we present some as-
sociated results in this section. Figure 6 shows results for a
scenario where over a single channel network we modify the
overlap size and study its impact on PR receivers. PR receivers
were uniformly deployed around the PR emitter. The x−axis
illustrates the size of the overlap obtained from the location of
the CR sender and calculated based on equations (2) or (3);
the y−axis shows the ratio of impacted primary nodes. Lower
coverage area in Figure 7 produces almost the same observed
results on the single channel experiments.
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Figure 6. Single Channel - Different Overlap regions - Uniform
Distribution

Figure 7. Single Channel - Different Overlap regions, smaller
reception zone - Uniform Distribution

Figure 8 corresponds to the second scenario where two
channels are available with a PR transmitter observing different
overlaps on each channel. In fact, the overlap on channel 1 is
about 120000m2 while on channel 2 the intersection between
transmitter circles is around 500m2. In Figure 8, we study the
distinctive ratio of affected nodes while modifying the number
of PR receivers on both channels.

Again, the experiment is performed with various numbers
of PR receivers within the PR transmitter’s disks on both
channels. The x-axis shows the number of PR receivers while
the y-axis illustrates the ratio of nodes being affected by the
CR transmitter’s signal. This ratio varies from 10% to almost
15% on channel 2 but from almost 34% to almost 40% on
channel 1 when the receivers are distributed uniformly within
these disks (as in Figure 8).

Though the relationship between overlap sizes and the
impact is shown, we performed another experiment on a single
channel network with different overlap sizes and arbitrary

Figure 8. Multi Channel - Different Overlap regions - Uniform
Distribution

deployment of PR receivers. In this test, the primary users
were deployed further from the vulnerable area. For instance,
even when 200 receivers were deployed, the ratio of affected
nodes was lower than the deployment of 80 or 50 receivers
in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively. Hence, envisaging
the distribution over the overlap area and applying the proper
prediction model to estimate the density of the receivers could
be a new approach to protecting the primary receivers in
general.

Figure 9. Single Channel - Big Reception Zone - Arbitrary
Deployment

In summary, the simulation results reflect the relationship
between the overlap area and the impact on the primary
receptions with homogeneous distributions of PR receivers.
However, positions of PRs may be affected by practical con-
siderations such as obstacles, buildings, mountains, etc., which
prevent regions of the coverage area from containing receivers.
Therefore, a prediction model to estimate the location of these
devices is required.
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Figure 10. Single Channel - Small Reception Zone - Arbitrary
Deployment

B. Node Density Estimation Approach

We now look for a solution for estimating the node density
within a specific area. There are two approaches that are taken
into account in this work the grey model GM(1, 1) and the
Kalman filter. The Grey systems theory [32] is known for the
analysis of problems with incomplete or uncertain information.
This is an uncertain system in which the information is
incomplete and the existing data is partially accurate. Grey
system focuses on the uncertainty problems of known samples
or inadequate information. Many components of Grey system
theory have been built up since the theory was introduced in
[33]. These components consist of systems analysis, evalu-
ation, modeling, prediction, decision-making, etc. Our work
focuses on the Grey prediction in terms of modeling and
predicting on a set of samples.

In the literature, the Grey predictor is robust with respect
to noise and lack of modeling information compared to other
prediction methods [34]. The Grey model definition is quoted
[32]: “Grey models predict the future value of a time series
based only on a set of the most recent data depending on the
window size of the predictor assuming that all the data used
in the models are positive and the sampling frequency of the
time series are fixed.” One of the most efficient Grey models
in real time applications is GM(1, 1). The model GM(1, 1),
pronounced as “Grey Model First Order One Variable”, is the
time series forecasting model in which the model is renewed
when new data become available to the prediction model [34].

In next generation networks, e.g., software-defined radio
networks or so-called CRNs, the resource exploration pro-
cess on these devices has very limited information about
radio environment. A prediction model that satisfies partial
knowledge can be useful. The density of these devices for
example is one of the important characteristics that a CR
needs to estimate to avoid the maximum perturbation on the
primary system. A proposal on the use of the Grey Model
in [35] defined a function that facilitates the detection of
free-bands by the mobile cognitive radio equipment dedicated
to the real-time patient’s monitoring. This work basically
proposed a predictive strategy, which is based on machine

learning techniques combined with the Grey Model system
for performing a spectral prediction. Although we characterize
the relationship between the overlap area and the effect on
the primary system, the primary receivers’ density within this
vulnerable area is vaguely known. We argue that the Grey
Prediction Model is able to estimate the mobile node position.

Firstly, we are interested in predicting the distribution of
the PR receivers within a specific area using the forecasting
model GM(1, 1) and the Kalman filter. Since we are short of
space in this article, we encourage readers to refer to details
of the model GM(1, 1) explained in [9], and [35]. The model
uses least-squares method to adapt the prediction curve to the
original curve. The idea of using the least-squares method is
to find the most closest point to the actual value curve/line
of the data. In the Grey Model, to ensure the accuracy of the
predicted value in the time domain (that reflects the trend of
the series) and prediction control variation (the variance of the
predicted value and the actual value), the least-squares method
is applied to calculate these coefficient factors.

We adapt GM(1, 1) to predict primary receivers on a spe-
cific area if a statistical receiver quantity is known. Assuming
we have statistical information of the number of active licensed
mobile devices in a specific area (note that we focus on the
rural area since there are less obstacles in-between). Depending
on the time unit of the statistic, we extract the statistic into
a time series chain of the number of active licensed devices,
which is named “predicted PRs”. This is the input series of the
Grey Model GM(1, 1). In current experiments, the relationship
between transmission power and reception power in free space
can be approximated by [36]:

Pr(d) =
PtGtGrλ

2

(4πd)2L

where Pr and Pt are received and transmitted power, respec-
tively, Gr and Gt denote the antenna gains of receiver and
transmitter, L the system loss factors (a.k.a. filter losses and
antenna losses), d the distance between the transmitter and
the receiver and λ is the wavelength of the transmitted signal
in meters. Thus, knowing the PR’s positions based on their
transmitting/received power by the CR node, the system (i.e.,
Cognitive Radio emitter) could estimate the changes in their
position and the number of PR receivers from the overlap
region. According to this information, the CR node could
adapt its transmit parameters (power) to minimize the possible
impact on PR systems.

Another approach that we consider is the Kalman filter.
The Kalman-based estimator provides good results in practice
due to its optimality (it minimizes the mean square error
of the estimated parameters). The Kalman filter recursively
corrects the estimation function associated with the current
measured value, current predicted value and current predicted
measurement value. For example, suppose we have a prediction
function of variable x at time t called, x̂−t . The current
measured value is zt, the predicted measurement, which is
yielded by the predicted value of x at t is z−t, providing that
z−t = Hx−t with H is the related matrix to the measured
value at time t.

If the actual value of x is denoted by x̂t, the prediction
function is then corrected as follows:
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x̂t = x̂−t +K(zt −Hx̂−t ) (4)

K is called the Kalman gain associated with the error from
the actual measured value and the prediction measurement
value, zt and z−t, respectively. In (4), the composition after
K is the correction for the predicted function for estimation
of x, denoted by x̂−t .

We apply the same adaptation and series to perform an ex-
periment with the basic Kalman filter model. The idea behind
comparing these two methods is the data smoothing process
that the Kalman filter provides. We found that the rendered
plots provide similar effects between the original series and
the predicted series. The collected results in Figure 11 and
Figure 12 show the relationship between the received signal
and the distance. The future position is predicted based on
this received signal and the current position. These examples
(Figure 11 and Figure 12) allow us to estimate the different
positions of the PRs in the overlap region and to characterize
the overlap region with PRs mobility. The sensitivity range
for this case has a limit which approaches −100dBm. These
results can also be the basis for adaptive transmission power
selection.

Figure 11. Relation of RSSI and distance with Grey Model GM(1,
1)

IV. FUZZY LOGIC-BASED INTERFERENCE LEVEL
ESTIMATION

From the observations presented in the previous section,
we combine overlap ratio and node density probability using
fuzzy logic in this section. These parameters are the fuzzy
inputs of our fuzzy inference system. A proper implication
is applied for each rule listed in the rule table. The result
from the implication rule is then aggregated and defuzzified
to obtain the final result. This is the degree of impact on the
primary system. A CR can consider this degree before using
a frequency range when overlap happens.

To interpret the output of antecedents (i.e., the overlap
ratio), we use the Mamdani Min Implication rules [7] to extract

Figure 12. Relation of RSSI and distance with Kalman Filter

the final result for the overlap ratio fuzzy set. For instance,
at the intersection of two functions, an or operator is used
to connect two sets, and the maximum of two membership
functions is evaluated for the antecedent part of the fuzzy rules.

µOverlapRatio(x) = µLow(x) ∨ µHigh(x)

= max[µLow(x), µHigh(x)] (5)

Detailed explanation and implementation to produce the
interference level was described in our article [1], hence we
only summarize the sample rules table, its inferred statements
and the final results of the aggregation process to produce
the interference level from the overlap ratio and node density
probability.

TABLE I. ENHANCE INTERFERENCE LEVEL RULES TABLE

Index Overlap Ratio Density Interference Level
1 Low Low Low
2 Low Medium rather Medium
3 High Medium somewhat High
4 High High High
5 Very High High extremely High
6 Very High Very High extremely very High

For instance, the above rules infer the following.

• If (Overlap-Ratio is Low) or (Density-Ratio is Low),
then (Interference Level is Low) (1)

• If (Overlap-Ratio is Low) and (Density-Ratio is
Medium), then (Interference Level isn’t Low or rather
medium) (0.5000)

• If (Overlap-Ratio is High) or (Density-Ratio is
Medium), then (Interference Level is somewhat High)
(1)

• If (Overlap-Ratio is High) or (Density-Ratio is High),
then (Interference Level is High) (1)
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• If (Overlap-Ratio is Very High) and (Density-Ratio is
High), then (Interference Level is extremely High) (1)

• If (Overlap-Ratio is Very High) or (Density-Ratio is
Very High), then (Interference Level is extremely Very
High) (1)

Figure 13. Interference Level membership function

Figure 14. Interference Level Output as function of Overlap and
Node Density - Rule set of 16

The fuzzy inference engine combines the rules to obtain
the aggregated fuzzy output. The output is the fuzzy set of
the interference level that is defined in Figure 13. The Fuzzy
controller has to defuzzify this output into crisp values using
the centroid method to make the final decisions. Figure 14
shows the system output as a function of 2 variables, overlap
ratio and node density, with the rules set of 16 conditional
statements.

Table II and Table III show the fuzzified data of the inputs
based on their defined membership functions. Table IV shows
the output of the inference system. The aggregated values are
processed according to the interference membership function
in Figure 13. The rules are applied correspondingly in the
defuzzification process to produce the final crisp value of the
interference level.

More precisely, the Fuzzy Logic Controller (FLC) maps the
fuzzified outputs (a.k.a., the output of each linguistic variable
of overlap ratio and node density probability) of the inputs to
infer the associated consequences. For instance, the inference
engine decomposes an input of overlap ratio of 0.25596 into

TABLE II. OVERLAP DEGREE FUZZIFICATION OUTPUT

Index overlap ratio µ(x) Low µ(x) Medium µ(x)High µ(x) Very High
1 0.25596 0.29362 0.37305 0 0
2 0.57829 0 0 0.81143 0
3 0.44402 0 0.37322 0.29345 0
4 0.66566 0 0 0.22894 0.26264
5 0.53420 0 0 0.89467 0
6 0.65453 0 0 0.30314 0.21811

TABLE III. DENSITY DEGREE FUZZIFICATION OUTPUT

Index Density probability µ(x) Low µ(x) Medium µ(x) High µ(x) Very High
1 0.08049 1 0 0 0
2 0.19908 0.67281 0 0 0
3 0.66764 0 0 0.21574 0.27056
4 0.81842 0 0 0 0.87370
5 0.28182 0.12118 0.54548 0 0
6 0.57480 0 0 0.83466 0

TABLE IV. INTERFERENCE LEVEL FUZZIFICATION DATA

Index Overlap input Density input Interference Level Crisp Value
1 0.25596 0.08049 Low 0.14236
2 0.57829 0.19908 Medium 0.21464
3 0.44402 0.66764 High 0.39495
4 0.66566 0.81842 Very High 0.47103
5 0.53163 0.74970 Very High 0.40053
6 0.65453 0.57480 High 0.37930

µ(low) at 0.29362 and input of density probability of 0.08049
into µ(low) at 1. This composition matches the first rule in
Table I - If (Overlap-Ratio is Low) or (Density-Ratio is Low),
then (Interference Level is Low).

Figure 14 shows the system output as a function of 2
variables, overlap ratio and node density, and the output of
interference level. Each of the variables presented in Figure 14
reflects both the linguistic and also the crisp values. For
instance, when the overlap degree and density degree are zeros,
the interference is also almost zero (coded with dark-blue
area). While the overlap ratio is high (over 60% certainty) and
the node density degree is low (below 20%), the interference
level is low with low probability (the blue area). This explains
the fact that the interference level still strongly connects to
the 20% degree of node density that might be affected by the
big overlap ratio. The higher the node density, the higher the
interference level with high probability.

This interference level can be used in routing in CRNs,
which we present in the next section.

V. ROUTING DESIGN PROPOSITION

To get the picture of current work for routing in mobile
networks, we go through some existing approaches for routing
solutions. There exist three types of routing protocol designs
for mobile networks: proactive, reactive and hybrid. Proactive
routing protocol are protocols that require node establishes a
route to all destinations regardless of the applications’ demand.
In reactive routing protocol, on the other way round, a node
only initiates routing explorations upon applications’ demand.
Hybrid protocols merge the advantages of both proactive and
reactive features.

On Link State Routing (OLSR) is a well-known proactive
routing protocol while Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) are common
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reactive routing protocols. However, which routing protocol
can work efficiently in CRNs and how much adaptation could
be considered? There are some considered facts in cognitive
radio ad-hoc network routing design, as follows. Routing
protocol in CRNs should

• avoid periodic messages since redundant messages
sometimes cause collision and confusion,

• avoid acknowledgement over the CR link, so that the
overhead of the protocol is not too big,

• detect primary users’ existence so that the routing
exploration process does not cause serious impact to
the primary networks.

We first look at some current research that studies the
performance of reactive routing protocols. In literature, much
work has been conducted to verify the efficiency of these
reactive protocols but obtained results are controversial. We
present some of the work in the following.

Johnson and David [37] introduced DSR in 1996 and the
protocol was then standardized in RFC 4728 [38] in 2007.
DSR was designed to quickly adapt to routing changes when
a mobile host moves frequently in an ad-hoc network. A route
establishment process can only initiate on the desire of the
data sender - when a host wants to send a data packet to a
destination.

AODV was introduced in 1999 by C. E. Perkins, E.
Belding-Royer, and E. M. Royer [39] and was standardized
in RFC 3561 [40]. The original design of the protocol has
been vastly used by the research community. Many spin-off of
AODV have been proposed as the routing protocol for different
types of mobile networks.

In principle, AODV is a table-driven routing protocol
while DSR is cache-driven. AODV has route maintenance
features while DSR lacks route maintaining function. DSR
has to re-initiate the routing exploration process when there
is a link breakage. Consequently, data communication may be
interrupted.

AODV’s creator and his co-authors conducted a compari-
son regarding the performance of these two routing protocols
in ad-hoc modes in [41]. Packet delivery fraction (or ratio
in some of the recent articles), average end-to-end delay and
normalized routing load were the main metrics used to measure
the performance of AODV and DSR. The performance results
show that DSR outperforms AODV in small network topol-
ogy and lower mobility. However, AODV handles changes
better - i.e., nodes move faster - than DSR does in dynamic
networks thanks to the tracking mechanism. Basically, since
AODV keeps track of actively used routes, multiple actively
used destinations can hence be searched using a single route
discovery flood. This mechanism helps to control routing load
over the medium, so that the overhead of the protocol seems to
be lower than that of DSR. However, the overhead may come
from MAC instead causing the routing load increases.

Recently, Jain et al. redo the comparison of these two
protocols on the basis of propagation path loss models [42]
while Manickam et al. in [43] examine the performance of
these two protocols similarly to the work of Perkins et al. in
[41].

TABLE V. ROUTING PROTOCOL COMPARISON TABLE

Protocol Type Metric Periodic message Acknowledgement message Applicable network
DSR Reactive Shortest path Yes Yes Ad-hoc but less

dynamic than AODV
OLSR Proactive Shortest path Yes Yes MANETs
AODV Reactive Hop count Yes Yes MANETs
DYMO Hybrid Hop count with No Optional VANETs and MANETs

alternative metrics

The concluded results suggest similar performance to that
described in [41]. Yet in [42], [43], DSR has lower end-to-end
delay than AODV since the exploring path from source to sink
is attached in every routing request. By reversing the enclosed
path, the sink does not take much time to travel back to the
source, so that the processing delay is reduced. Regarding the
packet delivery fraction, AODV performs consistently better
than DSR does in both [41], [43].

Regarding the performance of a proactive and a reactive
routing protocol, we found a study of Sagar et al. [44] in
which OLSR is compared with Dynamic MANET On-demand
(DYMO) or AODVv2 routing protocol. DYMO was designed
to deal with modern day dynamic ad-hoc network topologies.
It works as a reactive and also a proactive routing protocol.
Initiating discovering routes when it is active or looking up for
a route on demand are two different configurations of DYMO.
In fact, the protocol is intended for use by mobile routers in
wireless, multihop networks. DYMO operates very similarly
to AODV, but requires only the most basic route discovery
and maintenance procedures [45]. DYMO has also been built
with enhancements. Most of the optimizations available in
AODV should be applicable to DYMO as well. Sagar et al.
[44] have evaluated DYMO and OLSR on MANETs and
VANETs. The results suggest that DYMO performs better
than OLSR does especially in VANETs where the mobility
of mobile nodes are dynamic and the surrounding is quickly
changed. Other analyse on the performance of DYMO are also
discussed in [46], [47]. All these works concluded that DYMO
outperformed the existing routing protocols for MANET in
terms of packet delivery, delay and compatible throughput.
However, in [45] the authors suggest that DYMO assumes the
link between mobile nodes are bidirectional. More precisely,
this routing relies on the accuracy of the information provided
from the MAC layer.

Overall, a proactive routing protocol requires that a route
is established and maintained before any data communication
is needed. Therefore, it may not be suitable for CRNs due to
the overhead of the control messages all over the channels.
Consequently, the resources of a cognitive node exploits may
just be used for routing the control message. However, with a
reactive routing protocol, the route exploration process is only
initiated when a node wants to start a data communication,
though route maintenance should be also considered as part of
the design. We want to leverage current design with minimal
customization. Therefore, adopting both reactive and proactive
approaches appears to be reasonable. The DYMO protocol is
a potential candidate for this purpose. We will briefly discuss
the protocol and its essential operations; e.g., route discovery
and route maintenance.

A. DYMO Operation

The Dynamic MANET On-demand DYMO routing proto-
col has been developed and defined as an IETF specification
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(Internet draft version 4.0) [48]. This is a successor of the
AODV routing protocol, which was proposed by the same
main author. DYMO has AODV’s attributions, which can work
basically in mobile ad-hoc network mode. For instance, route
discovery is only activated when needed. Loop prevention
is done by attaching the sequence number to each routing
message. Supposedly, a node only creates a route when it has
a demand to send data messages to the target node. Therefore,
the intermediate nodes maintain and detect topology changes
while listening to these exchanging data messages. No HELLO
packets are needed to distinguish AODV, so the change is
detected faster and the overhead of sending extra control
messages is lower. However, some requirements of DYMO
should be taken into account to guarantee the best performance
of this protocol. The protocol assumes to work under the
bidirectional link. It hence relies on the reliability of the lower
layer to provide essential environment state information. We
will discuss this relation in later Sections. Firstly, we briefly
describe the main operations of DYMO in MANET.

Route Discovery: When a mobile node wants to establish a
path to communicate to another node in the network, this node
has to discover the path to reach its desired destination. To do
so, this node, called the source, generates a route request and
transmits this request to any of its known neighbors. Each of
these neighbors, including the source and the target node, will
maintain the active discovered link via a routing table, which is
created right after the discovery process finishes. Each entry
contains basic information for routing such as the addresses
of source and sink, sequence number, hop-count, next hop
address, next interface, timestamp of last used, expiration time,
metric type and metric, the route state.

We provide an example in Figure 15 to comprehensively
illustrate the route discovery process of DYMO in MANET.
A path must be established to allow routing data from A
to F. Similar to AODV, routing information is maintained at
A in its own routing table while RREQ is flooded to A’s
neighbors and their other neighbors until the destination is
reached. The sequence number in each RREQ is increased
at each new neighbor before the RREQ is forwarded. At C,
there are redundant RREQs from both directions with the same
sequence number. If the alternative metric was not pre-set, it
does not matter which path will be chosen. In this case, let us
assume that C records the route from B to C. C then carries on
forwarding this RREQ to the next hops, D and F. F is already
the target destination while D is not. F replies the request with
its RREP while D records the route. The RREP from F will
be transferred on the reverse path from F back to C, B and A,
the source. The data transmission will be then followed after
this process has finished.

Upon sending the RREQ, the originator node A has to
wait for a RREQ WAIT TIME for the RREP reception. In
case there is no RREP received, A properly attempts to send
another RREQ with a different sequence number. The waiting
time is set to be 1000 milliseconds by default. Once the
RREP is created and sent back, the flow of traffic of RREP is
unicast. Therefore, it relies heavily on the MAC to ensure the
bidirectional link underneath the network layer.

An example scenario of a CRN without PR is depicted in
Figure 15. Since DYMO allows us to implement an alternative
metric for the route selection process, we can modify the

Figure 15. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink F
without PR’s existence

protocol with a minor change in retrieving MAC information
according to the environment observations explained previ-
ously. An example of the application that DYMO can work
in CRN is illustrated in Figure 16, in which we assume that B
is kept in silent as it operates in the area where it overlaps with
a PR transmitter. This is an expected route discovery with a
scenario of a CRN with PR’s existence depicted in Figure 16
using an alternative routing metric interference level.

Figure 16. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink F with
PR’s existence

Route Maintenance: Each node that has received a route
request and a route reply has to maintain the active route
locally by monitoring the communication exchanging along
the path. However, when there is problem in the network
that triggers the path changes, a route error (RRER) may be
generated and issued by these nodes to their neighbors. Two
common problems are broken links on the current active route
and unknown path from a received data packet.

Before using a route to forward a packet, a node must
check the status of the route as follows. If the route is marked
as broken, this node will not use it for forwarding. If the
Current T ime is higher than the Route.ExpirationT ime,
the route has expired and cannot be used for forwarding. If
the route is currently not in use when (Current T ime −
Route.LastUsed) < (MAX SEQNUM LIFETIME),
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the route table entry must be expunged. When generating
a RRER, a node creates a list of unreachable destinations
including their addresses with associated sequence number. Its
routing table is also updated according to the broken link.

In the case of undeliverable packets, the RRER may be
multicasting or unicasting to the neighbor from which the data
packet was sent from. For unicast RRER, a special message
type of value (TLV) is mandatorily included. In the case of
broken link, the RRER is sent to all neighbors of the node that
experience a broken link. After the other intermediate nodes
receive the RRER, they verify the information contained in the
RRER to react with the event accordingly. We illustrate this
process in the example in Figure 17. A Route Error RRER is
generated from C and then sent towards all of C’s neighbors
including B, G, and D to prevent future data transmission
towards link C-F. These nodes had already recorded a path
containing F; therefore, the RRER is further sent to A and E.

Figure 17. DYMO Route error sent from C when there is a broken
link

The Hop Count is traditionally used as the default metric
to select a route for a target node in exisiting table entries.
However, some applications may require metric information
other than Hop Count and this metric unfortunately sometimes
causes the selection of the worst possible route in many
situations. In CRNs, sometimes the Hop Count metric is not
sufficient to choose a route to a target without interfering with
current operating primary networks. The authors of AODVv2
[48] have been discussing alternative metrics since 2012. It was
introduced in Internet draft version 24 [49]. Each such alternate
metric measures a “cost” of using the associated route, and
there are many different kinds of cost (latency, delay, monetary,
energy, etc.).

The cost of each of the multiple routes is measured by
a different metric. The specification provides the abstract
function to evaluate the cost of each route in term of a function
Cost(R), where R is the route for which the cost is calculated.
The route information for R must always include the type
of metric by which Cost(R) is evaluated. While using this
alternative metric, we should also be careful and guarantee a
loop-free environment while the routing engine is operating.
In other words, given that the Cost(R) is calculated, a loop-
free routine should also be invoked. Since DYMO-AODVv2
is still work in progress, specific descriptions for metric type

for alternative metric vaguely describes. The protocol requires
experiments and changes if necessary. In the scope of this
work, we tend to use it to evaluate the efficiency of interference
level in preventing impact on PR networks while the routing
engine is working.

B. CRN-DYMO routing protocol

Generally, our working scope is a conceptual framework
that is illustrated in Figure 18. This framework focuses on
an interference avoidance strategy which co-exists between
the CRN and primary network scenarios, providing that the
Management Controller stores all environments’ observation
parameters such as mobile nodes’ movements and locations.
The Overlap Calculation block then can locally retrieve,
compute and analyse the current situation of the current CR
compared to a PR emitter. Similarly, the Node Density Estima-
tor obtains historical statistics of the node within a specific area
and estimates the probability of current node density. These
blocks produce estimated inputs for the Interference Estimator,
which combines these inputs using fuzzy logic to compute the
interference level.

Figure 18. Working scope

Essentially, the DYMO routing agent can retrieve its neigh-
bor’s information based on the MAC layer and the interfer-
ence level from the Interference Level Estimator. Customized
DYMO-CRN the attaches interference level as an alternative
metrics that is used for route selection, as explained in Fig-
ure 19 and Figure 20.

In Figure 19, we describe the route discovery, which is
performed at node A to look for a path to node E overlapping
with a PR. We assume that at C, the sequence numbers in the
RREQs are the same for both direction from B to C and from
G to C, but the interference levels from B and D are medium
with non-zero probability. Therefore, in this case, the selected
path to E is the path towards F. Figure 20 has the similar
scenario with Figure 19 with an overlap with PR2 on G’s
and F’s side. Route selection is changed since the interference
levels from B and D are medium with non-zero probability
while the interference levels from G and F are high with non-
zero probability, and the interference level from C with PR2
is small with non-zero probability.

C. The routing process of Dymo-CRN routing protocol

We propose an extended Dymo routing protocol for CRN
in this section. The proposed protocol involves route discovery
and route maintenance processes.
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Figure 19. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink E with
PR’s existence

Figure 20. DYMO Route Discovery from source A to sink E with 2
PRs’ existence

1) Route discovery: Similarly to Dymo specification, route
discovery of the proposed protocol is performed when a node
must transmit a packet towards a destination for which it
does not have any route. The discovery process initiates and
multicasts a route request message (RREQ) to find a path
toward some target destination. Along the path, each of the
neighbor who receives the request records a route toward the
originator. When the request reaches the target node, this node
also records the path included in the request and generates
a unicast route reply (RREP) to the originator. Again, each
neighbor along the path receiving this reply also records the
path toward the target destination of the previous RREQ.
These intermediate nodes then send the RREP unicast to the
originator. The citeria to evaluate incoming route information
are the hop count and the interference level (IL), which is
the alternative metric. When a RREQ is received, each node
will check, acquire its local interference level on each channel
assuming that the node may have more than one available
accessible channel. A comparison among its local IL is carried
out and the most optimal IL is chosen as the local metric IL.

As well as hop count, the new metric and new metric IL
are recalculated as in (6) and (7). As presented, IL is a
impact level computed from the percentage of overlap and
node density degree. The new metric hence takes the average
IL of the current local IL and the received IL. This is the metric
of IL for the path from the orignator to the current node.

new metric IL = (metric IL+ last metric IL)/2 (6)

new metric = metric+ last hop metric (7)

The information from a received RREQ is handled by
a routine call routing handling process (RteHandler), as de-
scribed in Figure 21. By default, DYMO uses hop count as
the routing metric to handle a route request with metric type
3. In the context of this work, we define metric type 4 to be
the metric type of interference level. A metric type message
TLV should hence be built and attached to a route message
accordingly. During the RREQ process, the handler checks
and looks in its routing table for an entry with the extracted
metric type, e.g., metric type 4 for IL. In addition, an optimal
IL is also acquired locally at the current node to recompute the
new metric cost along the path. If the path to the target node
exists, the sequence number of the entry is then compared with
the sequence number in the received RREQ. In the end, the
process will return an existing route entry without any update
if the sequence number of the RREQ is outdated or the metric
in the RREQ does not improve the cost of the path. If the
routing entry needs to be updated (e.g., the sequence number
needs to be refreshed, status of the route and update the new
metric value). The routing table is also updated accordingly.
The merit of enabling the metric IL is that we can guarantee
the optimal IL from each CR to the its surrounding. If the
current path has the minimum IL along the path, the route
from the original CR to the target CR should have the least
impact on any PR receivers.

2) Route maintenance: Route maintenance is performed to
avoid permaturely expunging a route from the current route
table as well as to avoid dropping packets when an active
route breaks. Basically, the maintenance process consists of
two operations, extending the route lifetimes upon successfully
forwarding a packet and notifying the upstream nodes when a
route to a target is broken due to loss of link to neighbors. In
CRNs, breaking link to neighbors could be due to environmen-
tal change such as the transmission of PR receivers. However,
thanks to the information obtained from the radio event table,
CR nodes can always look for an alternative route and start
notifying their neighbors about the change. This change would
result in a complete path change (via different channels). The
discovery process may be invoked in the case of one of the
nodes is unreachable. This work can be deferred to future
work.

VI. CONCLUSION

Overall, we have presented the entirely of a routing strategy
in CRNs. The article covers everything from the simplest
observation of the surroundings regarding the overlap phe-
nomena and primary node density with associated techniques.
These observations are inputs to produce a routing metric
that could prevent foreseen interference when a CRN coexists
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Figure 21. Routing information process

with a primary network. Essentially, we introduced a medium
access control messages dissemination procedure, in which
CR nodes maintain the knowledge of their neighbors as well
as their resources before they can initiate transmissions. This
establishment supports the routing protocol at the upper layer,
which in this case is the interference level routing protocol.
This is a guideline for developing a cognitive routing protocol
that could prevent potential impact on primary networks when
CRNs operate. Further extension of this work is encouraged
to provide a more elaborate protocol so that it can be applied
in a real CRN platform.
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